Children’s Church Correlation Chart for September 2018–August 2019

This chart directly correlates Cook’s Children’s Church curriculum to David C. Cook Bible-in-Life curriculum. Lessons that do not directly correlate with David C. Cook Bible-in-Life curriculum are marked. Preschool lessons show the Preschool version of the lesson with the closest correlation. If you do not teach the Bible story to the individual age groups, we suggest you use the Early Elementary track.

September 2
  Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 1
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 1
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 53

September 9
  Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 2
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 2
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 3

September 16
  Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 3
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 3
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 32

September 23
  Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 4
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 4
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 50

September 30
  Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 5
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 5
  Preschool: Use Blue Edition Preschool Lesson 9

October 7 (Canadian Thanksgiving)
  Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 20 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 6
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 6 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

October 14
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 43
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 7
  Preschool: Use Blue Edition Preschool Lesson 23

October 21
  Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 6
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 8
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 8
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October 28
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 14
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 9
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 27

November 4
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 42
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 10
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 10

November 11
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 7
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 11
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 11

November 18 (U.S. Thanksgiving)
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 12 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 12
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 12 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

November 25
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 8
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 13

December 2
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 45
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 14
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 14

December 9
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 46
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 15
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 16

December 16
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 47
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 16
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 17

December 23 (Christmas)
Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 17
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 17
Preschool: Use Blue Edition Preschool Lesson 18
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December 30
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 17
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 18
  Preschool: Use Blue Edition Preschool Lesson 20

January 6
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 19
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 19
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 19

January 13
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 20
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 20 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 20 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

January 20
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 21 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 21
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 21 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

January 27
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 22
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 22
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 22 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

February 3
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 8
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 23
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Lesson Preschool 25

February 10
  Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 24 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 24
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 26

February 17
  Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 5
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 25
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 23 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

February 24
  Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 9
  Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 26
  Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 24 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)
March 3
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 49
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 29
Preschool: Use Blue Edition Preschool Lesson 6

March 10
Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 7
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 28
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 28

March 17
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 32
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 32
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 7

March 24
Elementary Use Red Edition Lesson 53
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 27
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 30 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

March 31
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 35 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 35
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 29 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

April 7
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 53
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 36

April 14 (Palm Sunday)
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 50 or 51
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 33
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 33

April 21 (Easter)
Elementary: Use Red Edition Lesson 52
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 34
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 34

April 28
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 549 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 49
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 36 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)
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May 5
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 22  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 37  
   Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 37

May 12 (Mother’s Day)
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 30 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 30 (does not correlate directly with BIL)  
   Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 38 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

May 19
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 38 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 38  

May 26
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 46  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 39  
   Preschool: Use Blue Edition Preschool Lesson 52

June 2
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 42 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 42  
   Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 42

June 9
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 43 (does not correlate directly with BIL Elem.)  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 43  
   Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 43 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

June 16 (Father’s Day)
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 37  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 40  
   Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 40 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)

June 23
   Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 41 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 41  
   Preschool: Use Blue Edition Preschool Lesson 48

June 30
   Elementary: Use Blue Edition Lesson 26  
   Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 45  
   Preschool: Use Green Edition Lesson Preschool 45
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July 7
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 46 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 46
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 22

July 14
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 47 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 47
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 47

July 21
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 44 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 44
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 48

July 28
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 52
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 48
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 1

August 4
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 50 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 50

August 11
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 51 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 51
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 6

August 18
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 52 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 52
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 52

August 25
Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 53 (does not directly correlate with BIL Elementary)
Early Elementary: Use Green Edition Lesson 53
Preschool: Use Green Edition Preschool Lesson 31 (does not directly correlate with BIL Preschool)